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ABSTRACT

This paper describes results obtained in a study of algorithms to implement a Distributed Shared Memory in a distributed (loosely coupled) environment. Distributed Shared Memory is the implementation of shared memory across multiple nodes in a distributed system. This is accomplished using only the private memories of the nodes by controlling access to the pages of the shared memory and transferring data to and from the private memories when necessary. We analyze alternative algorithms to implement Distributed Shared Memory, all of them based on the ideas presented in [Li86b].

The Distributed Shared Memory algorithms are analyzed and compared over a wide range of conditions. Application characteristics are identified which can be exploited by the Distributed Shared Memory algorithms. We will show the conditions under which the algorithms analyzed in this paper perform better or worse than the other alternatives. Results are obtained via simulation using a synthetic reference generator.

1. Introduction

Two major models of interprocess communication are: message passing and shared memory. In the first model, processes communicate and synchronize by sending and receiving messages whereas in the latter model processes interact by storing and retrieving data from a common address space. Shared memory can be considered a more flexible means of interprocess communication, if for no other reason than the ease at which message passing can be implemented given a shared memory. Moving in the opposite direction, namely from a system that only supports message passing to a shared memory system, is not a simple task. It requires the development of algorithms that will provide a consistent view of the shared space with an affordable overhead. We call algorithms which maintain this view Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) algorithms. The logical advantages of a single address space along with the physical advantages of a loosely coupled message based system have triggered efforts to develop and evaluate such algorithms.

1 To be presented at The 9th International Conference on Distributed Computing Systems, Newport Beach, California, June 5-9, 1989.
2 This work has been supported by graduate fellowships from the National Science Foundation and the University of Wisconsin-Madison
In a distributed system each processor has its own virtual address space that is mapped to its local (private) memory. A processor can access only its local memory, unlike multiprocessor systems such as Cm* [Oust80] and RP3 [Pfis85] which allow different processors to access the same physical memory. As a performance optimization in these local/remote architectures one may migrate data from remote to local memories [Hol88]. Migration is a necessity, not an optimization, when supporting shared memory in a distributed system. One processor can read the content of a location in the shared space that was written by another process only if its content has been transferred by a message from the local memory of the writer to the local memory of the reader. With the help of the access control provided by virtual memory hardware, the need for such a transfer can be detected. It is the responsibility of the DSM algorithm to provide the right information to the virtual memory control hardware and to control the node to node message exchange when implementing a DSM.

Kai Li [Li86a,Li86b,Li88] developed an implementation of a DSM for Apollo workstations and observed good performance for parallel algorithms using the DSM for interprocess communication. Subsequently, DSM implementations have been considered for the Mach [Youn87], and LOCUS [Flei87] operating systems. The increasing interest in DSM algorithms has motivated us to study the performance tradeoffs of this type of distributed algorithms. The DENET [Livn86] discrete event simulation environment allowed the implementation of a detailed simulation model of a distributed system, as well as a flexible synthetic access pattern generator. We feel the generator captures some characteristics of parallel programs which may use shared memory in a distributed environment. Using this simulator, we analyzed the performance of an algorithm introduced by Li as well as several variants of the algorithm. In Section 3, following a section that is devoted to the basic concepts which allow the implementation of a DSM, we describe the four algorithms we analyzed and discuss the differences between them. The flexibility of the simulation model and synthetic access pattern generator enabled us to observe the performance of the algorithms for a wide range of system and access pattern parameters. Section 4 describes the synthetic access pattern generator and the simulation model. Section 5 describes the simulation results from which we derive the conclusions we draw in Section 6.

2. How Does Distributed Shared Memory Work?

DSM algorithms are implemented in software, but, are very similar to hardware directory [Agar88,Cens78], and snooping cache [Arch86,Good83] schemes used to maintain cache coherency in multiprocessor systems. A strong definition of a coherent memory system is: a system in which a read from a location of the shared memory will return the value of the latest store to that location. A weaker definition would be that a read will eventually return the value of the latest store. Hardware cache coherency schemes maintain coherency on the cache block, which is the basic unit of memory controlled by the cache hardware. The major difference between DSM and hardware cache coherency schemes is that the cost of maintaining a coherent DSM can be
much higher since coherency is maintained on pages, not cache blocks, and network transfers are required to transfer pages. Not only are virtual memory pages typically considerably larger than a cache block, but, network communications will lead to much higher latencies than that of bus-based hardware coherency schemes. An interesting variation of cache coherency schemes is the software and hardware control of coherency in the VMP [Cher86, Cher88] multiprocessor, in which software manages coherency control and caching with hardware support.

DSM algorithms utilize four major ideas to maintain an image of a coherent shared memory:

1. The DSM is partitioned into pages, the granularity afforded by virtual memory.
2. The page is the unit on which coherency is maintained. Writes to a given page are strictly ordered and eventually propagated to all nodes.
3. Copies of each page of the DSM will exist on one or more nodes as per the coherency constraints. At any time at least one copy of each page exists.
4. Virtual Memory hardware is used to restrict access to shared data. At any time a processor may have: no access, read access, or read&write access to a given page of the DSM. Page faults will occur when a process violates access rights.

The rules enforced by DSM algorithms to efficiently maintain coherency are:

1. A node should have read&write access to a page of the shared memory if and only if the given node has the one and only current copy of the given page.
2. A node should have only read access to a page if and only if multiple copies of the page exist on different nodes.

In order to maintain these invariants, DSM algorithms keep track of the location of all copies of a given page. The easiest way to do this is to have an owner for each page who will know which nodes retain a copy of the page. All requests for changes in access rights to the page will then go through the owner of that page. Ownership can be assigned dynamically and transferred from one node to another.

Two types of faults can occur when access rights are violated: read faults, and write faults. Read faults will occur when a process attempts to read a page to which it has no access (i.e. the node does not have a copy of the page). Write faults will occur when a process attempts to write to a page to which it does not have read&write access (it has either no access or read access).

The Base protocol followed upon a read fault for a page of the DSM is as follows:

1. The faulting node requests a copy of the page from the owner of the page.
(2) The owner of the page sends a copy to the faulting node, notes the location of the new copy and changes its local access rights to read-only.

(3) The faulting node receives the page and sets the local access rights of it to read-only.

The Base protocol followed for a write fault is as follows:

(1) The faulting node requests read/write access from the owner of the page.

(2) The owner of the page sends the page (if necessary) and the list of nodes with copies of the page to the faulting node (that is, ownership of the page is transferred to the faulting node).

(3) The faulting node sends invalidation messages to all other nodes with a copy of the given page. On receipt of an invalidation message, the copy of the given page is destroyed.

(4) The faulting node sets the local access rights to read/write access and notes that it is the new owner of the page.

Note that with this algorithm it may be possible for read-only non-current copies of a given page to exist for a short length of time after another node has obtained write access to the page, depending on whether writes can proceed before invalidations are completed (i.e. acknowledged). If writes are not allowed until the invalidations are completed, the strong definition of a coherent memory given above will be implemented. If execution can continue before the invalidations are completed, higher efficiency may be obtained, but, only the weak definition of coherency can be enforced, and the property of sequential consistency [Lamp79] may be violated.

So far we have not addressed the question of how to locate the current owner of a page during a fault. Li has used both a distributed and a centralized mechanism for finding the current owner of a given page. In the distributed case (the "Dynamic Distributed Manager" [Li86a]) the owner of a page is determined when a page fault occurs by retaining, at each node, a hint (or guess) of who the owner of the page is. Requests for changes in access rights are sent to the node that the given hint indicates. When the hint is wrong, the node receiving the request simply forwards the request to the node it thinks is the owner. The hint at a node is changed to point to the node which is obtaining ownership when it is recognized that ownership of a page will be transferred. Li has shown that no loops or deadlocks occur in the distributed tree which develops as a result of these hints.

The centralized mechanism (the "Improved Centralized Manager" and "Fixed Distributed Manager" [Li86a]) uses a known manager for each page to locate the current owner of the page. All request for changes in access rights and ownership are forwarded to the current owner only after passing through the node which is the manager of the page. The manager for a page then is always aware of the current owner of the page. Our analysis of the distributed and centralized mechanisms to determine the owner of the pages has shown the performance difference to be small as compared to the differences in the DSM algorithms specified in the next section. We have therefore decided to consider the method used to determine the owner of a page to be separate and distinct
from the solution to the double faulting problem, which is defined in the next section. All the algorithms analyzed in this paper could use either a centralized manager or hints to determine the owner of a page. For consistency, however, all of them use hints.

3. Double Faulting and Distributed Shared Memory Algorithms

Our Base algorithm follows the protocol outlined in the previous section for read and write faults and uses hints to determine ownership. With this algorithm, a location in an invalid DSM page that is read and then written by two successive references will incur a pair of faults, a read fault followed by a write fault. We refer to this (read, write) pair of faults to the same page as a double faulting pair. If the DSM algorithm could predict that the read fault were to be quickly followed by the write fault, the write fault could be eliminated by taking the equivalent of a write fault when the read fault occurs. Information could be provided by the application to indicate that a page to be read would soon be written (by a hint to the operating system). Prediction without help from the application would require interpretation of the instruction stream causing the fault, particularly difficult since the two faults can be generated from different instructions.

In such a double faulting situation, a node to node page transfer will occur as a result of both the read and the write fault when using the Base algorithm or the "Improved Centralized Manager" algorithm of Li [Li86a]; the difference in these algorithms is that they use different methods to determine the owner of a given page: centralized and hints, respectively. When the access rights to a page are updated from read-only to read&write (during a write fault), an unnecessary page transfer can occur if the transferred page is the same as the previous read-only copy held at the faulting node.

To give an example of why the Base algorithm performs a page transfer during all write faults, whether a previous read-only copy exists at the node or not, consider the following scenario: Two nodes have read-only copies of a page which is owned by a third node. Both nodes write fault on that page at the same time and send request messages to the owner of the page. There may be a very long path from these nodes to the current owner of the page, and, assuming an arbitrary network between the nodes (we only assume that all messages from one node to another are received in the order sent), the delay for each of the messages to reach the owner is undetermined. One of the nodes will receive read&write access (and ownership) to the page first, invalidate other copies of the page, and modify its own copy. The other requesting node may still be waiting to obtain write access to the page, but, unbeknownst to the request message still outstanding, the requesting node no longer has a current copy of the page. A page transfer is completed on every write fault without considering whether the requesting node had an up to date read-only copy of the page at the time the message requesting write access (and ownership) was sent since it is possible for the read-only copy to be invalidated during the time the request for write access is outstanding.
There are alternatives to this double page transfer scenario. One alternative is to adapt a single bus hardware cache coherency scheme to a DSM implementation; the possibility is mentioned in [Good83]. A single bus serves as an excellent broadcast media and serializes all coherency requests. The "owner" of a cache block (page) can be determined by only a single broadcast message, with all of the nodes receiving the message and deciding if they are the owner (as in the "Broadcast Distributed Manager" of Li [Li86a]). A block (page) transfer can be eliminated when writing to a block (page) of which a current read-only copy is held when the request to write (an invalidation of all other copies and transfer of ownership) appears on the broadcast media and the block (page) is not invalidated before the request appears. Such a broadcast scheme is much less appropriate for a DSM implementation than for single bus hardware coherency schemes for the following reasons: (1) Large amounts of processor time would be required to respond to all the broadcast requests; and (2) Ethernet message transfer is not as reliable as single bus messages, immediate acknowledgements would likely be required on all broadcasts. As a final comment, when the communication media is not inherently broadcast, even hardware schemes require double block transfers on successive reads and writes to a block\(^1\) since there is no broadcast serial-ization of the requests.

Another potential cure to the double faulting problem is the naive one given by the *Hot Potato* algorithm. This algorithm solves the problem by treating all faults (read or write) as if they were a write fault. The implication of this algorithm, however, is that *one and only one* copy of each page may exist at a given time. This copy is stored and owned by the node who has read&write access rights to the page. In case of a double faulting pair, the first (read) fault gains read&write access to the page. The second (write) fault does not occur since the page has been granted read&write access after the first fault.

The Hot Potato algorithm shows us how to solve the double faulting problem if we are willing to live with a single copy DSM. The question which then arises is whether it is necessary to give away the advantages of a multi-copy (read-only) DSM in order to solve the double faulting problem? The next algorithms indicate that the double page transfer can be eliminated in a multi-copy DSM.

The "Dynamic Distributed Manager" algorithm of Li [Li86a], which we will call the *Li* algorithm, allows for multiple read-only copies to exist. The Li algorithm differs from the Base algorithm only in when ownership of a page is transferred. The Li algorithm transfers ownership during both a read and a write fault, whereas, the Base algorithm transfers ownership only during a write fault. When a node first reads and then writes to the same page, the first (read) fault will obtain both a copy of and ownership to the page. On a write fault occurring soon after the read fault, an invalidation of other pages is all that is necessary to allow read&write access since the local

---

\(^1\) The hardware coherency protocol of the Wisconsin Multicube [Good88] is an example of one which requires a double block transfer on successive reads and writes to the same block.
node is the owner of the page.

The Li algorithm is an improvement over the Base algorithm when considering double faulting pairs in that it eliminates the page transfer necessary for the write fault when it occurs soon after the read fault. Unfortunately, it does not minimize the number of page transfers when the write does not occur soon after the read. When a write fault is taken at a node which has a read-only copy of the page, but, is not the owner, unnecessary page transfers can still result. Furthermore, transferring ownership on a read fault is not always the best decision. When single-writer/multiple-readers (producer-consumers) sharing is taking place, the ownership transfer is a poor choice. In this case, ownership is transferred to the readers when they obtain copies of the page, whereas, it would be preferable for the single writer to remain owner at all times. With the hint based means of determining the current owner of a page, longer forwarding strings will result with this unnecessary ownership transfer.

The Shrewd algorithm eliminates all unnecessary page transfers with the help of a sequence number per copy of a page. Each time read&write access is newly obtained, the sequence number of the new copy is the sequence number of the previous copy incremented by one. Each time read-only access to a page is obtained, the sequence number of the new copy is the same as the sequence number of the old copy. On each write fault at a node with a previously existing read-only copy, the sequence number of the copy is sent with the request for read&write access. When arriving at the node which is the owner of the page, the owner compares the sequence number of its copy of the page to the sequence number in the incoming request. If they are equivalent, the requesting node can be allowed read&write access to the page without a page transfer. Page transfer minimization is guaranteed since the sequence number is a direct indication of the validity of the previously existing copy of the page at the requesting node. In the case of a double faulting pair, the first (read) fault gains a copy of the page, while the second (write) fault is likely to find that a page transfer is unnecessary since the sequence numbers are equivalent.

Alternative algorithms which provide the guaranteed page transfer minimization of the Shrewd algorithm while transferring ownership only on write faults were also considered. A particular possibility is an optimistic algorithm in which it is assumed that a page transfer will be unnecessary when a node is requesting write access to a page which it already has a read-only copy of. Ownership transfer would occur during the write fault. If the copy were still available (not invalidated) after the write request returned from the previous owner of the page to the requesting node, it would be the current copy of the page. It is possible that the copy at the requesting node could be invalidated before ownership is transferred to the requesting node. In that case, the requesting node would retrieve the up to date copy of the page from the previous owner. This optimistic algorithm would thus require separate transfers for the ownership to and copy of the page in that situation, whereas, the Shrewd algorithm transfers both at the same time. We do not consider this optimistic algorithm further since it can only require more messages than the Shrewd algorithm.
The difference between the Shrewd and Base algorithms is that the Shrewd algorithm eliminates page transfers when a node faults on a page which it has an up to date copy of. The difference between the Shrewd and Li algorithms is the means by which the double faulting problem is solved; the Shrewd algorithm solves it by sequence numbers and the Li algorithm solves it by ownership transfer. Neither the Shrewd or the Li algorithm can be said to be superior to the other in all cases. Our simulations, in section 5, help to highlight the differences between the two algorithms and the conditions which make one or the other perform better.

4. The Simulation Model

When faced with the choice between alternative algorithms, the most important question a system designer must ask is: what algorithm is best for my system? The answer to that question depends on many factors within the system, as well as the characteristics of the applications using the system. The goal of this study is to understand the implications of the differences in the Base, Hot Potato, Li, and Shrewd algorithms presented in section 3 and to attempt to determine under what conditions these algorithms perform better or worse.

A simulation model has been developed which consists of a synthetic reference generator, a processor model, and a network model. This model, described below, was used to analyze the performance of the different DSM algorithms. The major advantage of this simulation model is its flexibility. It can be used to simulate many potential distributed system configurations and it allowed us to uncover the behavior of the DSM algorithms under widely varying application access patterns as well.

4.1. The Synthetic Reference Generator

The generator views the parallel program as executing localities [Denn72], or _phases_. The execution of each process in the program is considered to be a sequence of phases through which it flows. Each phase references a subset of the address space of the program in a characteristic pattern. The memory references of a process are considered to access one of two types of memory: _private_, and _shared_. The private memory can only be accessed by the process to which it belongs and is assumed to be mapped to the local memory of a node without causing any page faults. The shared memory of the program is mapped to the DSM. References to this type of memory can and will cause page faults.

The reference string of a process is assumed to consist of two types of phases: shared and private. The duration of a phase is called a _burst_. Each burst has the following characteristics: _percentage_, _placement_, _read to write ratio_, _locality_, and _length_. During a private burst the process accesses only its private memory whereas both shared and private references are made during a shared burst. The burst percentage determines how many accesses during a shared burst are to shared memory. Each shared burst has a placement around which the references to the shared memory will be centered. The distribution of the placement for different shared bursts is
uniform across the shared memory space. The address of each shared memory reference during a shared memory burst is determined by a normal distribution with the mean being the placement of the burst and the locality of the burst being the standard deviation. Note that the placement is constant during a given burst. By increasing (decreasing) the locality of a burst, a larger (smaller) locality of reference within a burst is simulated. Each shared memory reference is chosen to be either a read or a write according to the read to write ratio.

Shared and private bursts are of the same length on the average. On completing a burst, a choice is made as to the type, length, and placement of the next burst depending upon the private/shared ratio, mean burst length, and placement distribution (uniform across the shared memory), respectively. The burst length of a shared burst is the number of accesses to the shared memory. Since shared accesses occur interleaved with private accesses, the actual number of processor references during a burst is larger than the burst length.

Although the shared memory is only accessed during shared bursts; since bursts appear back to back over the long term it will appear as though private and shared memory references occur interspersed over all time. Locality of reference is simulated within, but not across, shared bursts.

This synthetic access pattern is not intended to be, nor should it be taken as, a realistic access pattern. It is a tunable tool used to determine how the various DSM algorithms perform under varying circumstances to gain insight as to the conditions under which one algorithm performs better than another. It is unlikely that the synthetic access pattern can realistically be said to characterize any given real access patterns. However, it contains interesting characteristics which will be exploited in the simulations, emphasizing the differences in the DSM algorithms. The absence of an attempt to model interprocess synchronization and primitives may be the most limiting characteristic of this synthetic application model.

4.2. The Processor and Network

The network models a multicast message passing network (token ring, bus, or ethernet) which can send messages at the rate of 10 Mbit/sec with a channel dead time of 3 microseconds between each message. Messages can be of arbitrary length, though in this simulation they are assumed to be either a short packet or a page packet. A short packet is 32 bytes, includes all header information necessary to transfer a message on the network, and is assumed of sufficient size to carry all messages other than page transfers. The size of a page packet is the size of a short packet plus the size of a page (in all the simulations here, 4 Kbytes). The channel is assumed to be error free and nodes are assumed to buffer each and every message without error\(^2\). Acknowledges are assumed unnecessary. The network model could be extended to account for acknowledgements and random channel errors; however, it is unlikely that this would change the fundamental results of this study.

\(^2\) That is, it is assumed that the network interface at a node can buffer multiple incoming messages without error.
References by the processor to its local memory are assumed to take a fixed amount of time per reference (except on a page fault). The processor model attempts to take into account the processor time necessary to receive and return page requests, forward page requests, invalidate pages, and page fault. Page transfers (both to and from a node) are assumed to take a considerable amount of processor time due to needed copying of data.

5. Results

The simulations isolate the effects of the values of the workload parameters of table 1 by changing the value of a parameter while holding others constant. In so doing, specific characteristics of the DSM algorithms can be analyzed in detail. It was difficult to choose the "correct" values of the parameters in the model since there is no published information to guide us. We simply chose values we thought were appropriate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>CPU Time Taken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Forward Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Rate</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>Send Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Size</td>
<td>4 Kbytes</td>
<td>Invalidate Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Memory Size</td>
<td>50 pages</td>
<td>Page Fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burst Percentage</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>Receive Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private/Shared Ratio</td>
<td>40 to 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Burst Length</td>
<td>100 Accesses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locality</td>
<td>20 Bytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement Distribution</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Parameters for the Workload and the CPU Time Taken.

The performance metric used in this paper, processing power, is intended to indicate the effective number of processors of the parallel synthetic access pattern running on the system using the given DSM algorithm. Processing power is defined here as the sum of the processor references of the synthetic access pattern at all nodes divided by the maximum number of references achievable by a single processor in the same amount of time running at the memory access rate (assuming no page faults, of course).

5.1. Read to Write Ratio

Simulation results for varying read to write ratios are shown in Figure 1. Varying the read to write ratio is important in examining the effectiveness of the algorithms in solving the double faulting problem. It also is important to determine what can be gained by allowing multiple read-only copies of a given page of the DSM to exist at multiple nodes. The curve for the Hot Potato algorithm is a straight line since its performance is independent of the read to write ratio. The characteristic trough\(^3\) in the Base, Shrewd, and Li curves of Figure 1 is due to

\(^3\) Note that the curve of all algorithms pass through the same point at a read to write ratio of 0.
the presence of double faulting pairs. In the lower portions of the trough double faulting pairs are more frequent. Pages faulted on a burst are first being faulted as a read fault; soon after a write fault is taken in the same burst. This is opposed to either the situation where the write fault is the only fault taken during a burst (since a write occurs before a read), or a read fault is taken during a burst and no subsequent write fault occurs within the same burst. The better performance to the left of the trough is because the first fault is more often a write fault during a burst, due to the low read to write ratio. The better performance to the right of the trough is because more often a read fault occurs and no write fault occurs, allowing for the increased concurrency which multiple read-only copies allows.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 1. Performance vs. Read to Write Ratio.**

This figure shows the performance of the algorithms for varying read to write ratios with a five node synthetic access pattern. The left graph shows the processing power for the varying read to write ratios, the right shows the number of page transfers per shared burst for the read to write ratios.

The Base algorithm requires more network page transfers than the other algorithms, particularly at small read to write ratios, resulting in its poor performance in this area. Figure 1 shows that the Base algorithm near the peak is forcing approximately twice the number of page transfers per shared memory burst as the other algorithms. The Hot Potato algorithm performs poorly at large read to write ratios since it does not allow for read-only copies of the pages of the DSM to exist at multiple nodes in the system. Both the Li and Shrewd algorithms reduce the number of page transfers per shared burst, yet retain the potential for parallel access which is allowed by multiple read-only copies.

The Li algorithm performs better than the Shrewd at smaller read to write ratios since write faults (just after a read fault) can often be handled without request from a remote node, simply by invalidating other copies of the
page. This can be done particularly quickly in this simulation since invalidations are not acknowledged. Note, however, how the Shrewd algorithm performs better than the Li algorithm at larger read to write ratios. This occurs since nodes are write faulting on pages which they have read-only copies of, but don't have ownership of. The Li algorithm is unable to detect that page transfer is unnecessary in this situation, often the case when a write fault does not occur during the same burst as the read fault which obtained the read-only copy of the page.

5.2. Number of Nodes

Performance of the algorithms versus the number of nodes is indicated by Figure 2. It shows the Hot Potato and Li algorithms are close in performance at a read to write ratio of 5, with a slight advantage to the Hot Potato. They are followed by the Shrewd algorithm, then the Base algorithm. The Base algorithm performs only about half as well as the leaders for large numbers of nodes. For a read to write ratio of five the double faulting problem is prevalent so the algorithms which solve this the best, the Hot Potato and the Li, perform the best. At a read to write ratio of 400 the Shrewd and Li algorithms perform best since they allow multiple read-only copies, followed by the Base and Hot Potato algorithms. Figure 2 shows that the network is being saturated around 15 nodes, which is roughly where the processing power curves saturate as well, indicating how network utilization is very important to the performance of a DSM algorithm. The Shrewd and Li algorithms have lower network utilizations than the Base algorithm. It is for this reason that they perform better than the Base algorithm over the range of conditions studied.

The fact that the Li algorithm is superior in performance to the Shrewd algorithm for a read to write ratio of 5 in Figure 2 (reference the upper left graph) indicates that transferring ownership on a read fault is a good idea under those conditions. The performance difference is due to the fact that the Shrewd algorithm must transfer ownership during the write fault of a double faulting pair, whereas, the Li algorithm simply needs to invalidate other copies of the page. When the network utilization is high, the delay in execution caused by this required ownership transfer results in significant performance degradation, though it has little effect on the network utilization.

5.3. Other Relationships

The relationship of burst length to processing power is indicated in Figure 3. An access pattern with a longer burst length will make longer, less frequent accesses to the DSM. A longer burst length results in a large improvement in performance for the given synthetic access pattern. This occurs since the longer burst length means that there are less bursts per unit time. Since a burst typically implies a page transfer, less bursts result in a big win. Applications using DSM will likely perform better if they limit their accesses to the shared memory to less frequent, longer accesses. The algorithms intended to solve the double faulting problem performed well over
The spectrum of burst lengths for a read to write ratio of five. At a read to write ratio of 400, the algorithms which allow multiple read-only copies perform well for small burst lengths since most of the bursts are read-only. As the burst length increases above the read to write ratio, the double faulting problem becomes prevalent, so the algorithms which solve it perform better.

Figure 4 indicates that performance decreases as the size of the locality of reference increases. One reason for this is that it is likely that multiple pages may have to be transferred during a given burst. Another is that it is likely to increase contention among nodes for a page. That is, multiple nodes may be accessing the same page of
the DSM at the same time. The general downward slope of the curves is due to the multiple page transfers needed per burst. The fact that the performance of the Shrewd, Li and Base algorithms increases relative to the performance of the Hot Potato algorithm as the size of localities increase are an indication that these algorithms perform better in the presence of this contention since they allow multiple read-only copies of a page to exist.

The fact that the Shrewd algorithm significantly outperforms the Li algorithm at a read to write ratio of 400 in Figure 4 is an indication that the Li algorithm performs some unnecessary page transfers. Note how the Base algorithm performs similar to the Li algorithm under these conditions. The guaranteed page transfer minimization of the Shrewd algorithm is very useful when pages are being read and will not soon be written.

The relationship of the private to shared burst ratio to performance is indicated in Figure 5. The higher the private to shared burst ratio, the less often shared memory is accessed. Figure 5 clearly indicates the less shared memory accesses, the better the performance. Applications using DSM which use the DSM less may have better performance than those which use it more. While this may be contrary to the reason for using shared memory versus using message passing, one must realize that DSM can perform poorly when used in the wrong circumstances.
6. Conclusions

This study brings out major characteristics of DSM and issues a DSM implementation should address. Several algorithms were presented here to implement DSM: Base, Hot Potato, Shrewd, and Li, each has its
tradeoffs. The algorithms analyzed other than the Base algorithm attempt to minimize the implications of the double faulting problem outlined in section 3. Solving the double faulting problem reduces the number of page transfers and decreases network utilization. Reducing usage of the network is important since network operations are expensive and often the major determinant of the performance of distributed systems.

The naive Hot Potato algorithm provides a very good solution to the double faulting problem, but, performs poorly as compared to the other algorithms when read sharing can occur. This is due to the implication of the Hot Potato algorithm that at any time one and only one copy of any given page of the DSM exists. This disallows the possibility of read-only copies of a page on multiple nodes and the increased parallel activity which can occur as a result. A pathological scenario for the relative performance of the Hot Potato algorithm is the case when areas of the shared memory are accessed read-only, likely a common occurrence. In this case, the other algorithms will clearly be preferred over the Hot Potato.

The Shrewd algorithm retains the parallel potential of multiple read-only copies, yet significantly reduces the number of node to node page transfers as compared to the Base algorithm. In our simulations it performs best when the read to write ratio is high, with still some write sharing. The Shrewd algorithm will consistently outperform the Base algorithm.

The Li algorithm is a good solution to the double faulting problem, yet, the ownership transfer it requires can at times be counter-productive. When a node is obtaining a read-only copy of a page and will not subsequently write that page, it is preferable that the node does not become the owner of the page. The Li algorithm, however, will always make the node the owner of the page. Nevertheless, the Li algorithm performs very well relative to the other algorithms which allow for multiple read-only copies in our simulations, particularly for small read to write ratios. The major reason for this is that it is a very good solution to the double faulting problem when the write fault occurs soon after the read fault. Our simulations show that algorithms which allow multiple read-only copies of a page while solving the double faulting problem will result in better performance than those which do not.

A simple variant of the Shrewd and Li algorithms would be one which combines the properties of both to achieve the advantages of both. Since they use separate mechanisms to solve the double faulting problem and reduce network utilization, the ideas of both can be combined into an algorithm which has the good performance of the Li algorithm at lower read to write ratios while retaining the page transfer minimization provided by the Shrewd algorithm at higher read to write ratios. This algorithm will certainly result in less page transfers than the Li algorithm. We are confident that this variant will prove useful and expect to examine it in the future.

Our simulations have shown the Shrewd and Li algorithms to have superior performance to the Base algorithm over a wide range of application characteristics. In some cases we observed they obtained twice the
performance of the Base algorithm. The algorithms consistently perform over 10-20 percent better than the Base algorithm under most conditions studied. While our synthetic access pattern generator is not a real application, we feel it captures significant characteristics of applications which will use a DSM, notably, locality of reference and sharing. Its tunability was most useful in bringing out the differences in the DSM algorithms. We expect performance gains will be seen in practice by using the algorithms which solve the double faulting problem rather than the Base algorithm.

Finally, we present some general application characteristics which can be exploited by all DSM algorithms:

1. Designating certain areas of the shared memory as read-only. This allows the pages of the DSM to exist on multiple nodes. This cannot be exploited by the Hot Potato algorithm, however.

2. Less frequent, longer term shared memory access. This can reduce the level of contention among nodes for the shared memory and the number of page transfers needed.

3. Differing locality of reference across nodes. This allows the pages of the DSM to be partitioned among the nodes. This can be particularly useful if the application is careful about its placement of data. It is helpful to place independent objects on separate pages in order to reduce contention for pages.
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